Bypass System Layouts

A barn door bypass system uses two or more doors on parallel tracks. This allows for the installation of barn doors where they otherwise would not fit, due to the lack of enough adjacent wall space. In a two-door system, the combined width of the doors should be at least 3 inches wider than the finished opening, to allow for some overlap on both sides. **Any of our bypass systems can be installed in a clear-opening or pass-through configuration.**

In a CLEAR-OPENING configuration, the doors stack together against an adjacent wall, completely clear of the opening. The wall space must be at least half the width of the opening. Push/pull brackets allow the doors to open or close with one continuous motion. This is a typical configuration for the entrance to a room.

In a PASS-THROUGH configuration, the doors stack together but cover half of the opening, leaving the other half clear, and requiring no adjacent wall space. This is a typical configuration for a closet opening, but can be used on room entrances as well.

### Standard Series Bypass System

- Sizes available for 1⅝”, 1⅞”, and 2¼” thick door
- Requires a minimum of 12” of clearance above the finished opening
- Sets can be combined for a bypass system with 2 or more doors
- Available in 16 powder coat colors or raw steel
- Comparable systems also available in Stainless Steel Series
- 2-door system requires two hardware sets*, one bypass kit, and two tracks

*any Standard Series hanger style except wagon wheel or wagon wheel horseshoe

### MP Series Bypass System

- Works with all MP/CP Series roller hanger styles
- Available in Black, Matte Black, Silver, Arch Bronze, and Bronze Texture
- Two sizes for either 1⅝” or 1⅞” thick doors
- Both tracks mount at the same height for a clean look
- Sets can be combined for a bypass system with 2 or more doors
- Requires a minimum of 6” of clearance above the finished opening
- 2-door system requires one hardware set, one bypass adapter kit, and two tracks

### Standard + Hidden Roller Combo Bypass System

- Works with all Standard Series roller hanger styles
- Available in 16 powder coat colors or raw steel
- Two sizes for either 1¼” or 1⅞” doors, also 2⅞” for outermost door
- Sets can be combined for a bypass system with 2 or more doors
- Requires 6” or 12” of clearance above the top of the door, depending on the hanger style used
- Doors must be 4” taller than the finished opening
- 2-door system requires one Standard Series hardware set, and one Hidden Roller Series hardware set, one Standard Series track, and one MP Series track